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Luck ‘o the Irish 
 
It's a great time to be Irish! Emmett 
Tobin, right, Carewest Colonel Belcher 
resident and his daughter Maureen 
Tobin-Hurl celebrate St. Patrick's Day by 
going green. Residents at the Colonel 
Belcher enjoyed green drinks, clover 
cookies and snacks.  
 
Photo by Samara Cygman. 
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Bullying more 
destructive than  

sexual harassment 
 
For the past two months, we have focused this column on fostering 
positive communications throughout Carewest. 
 
In January we discussed how positive dialogue creates a positive 
outlook, which leads to a healthier workplace, and the concept of 
taking time to think about how our verbal messages affect those 
around us – staff, clients, residents, volunteers and visitors. 
 
Then, in February, we spoke about Carewest’s rich, culturally diverse 
workforce and how we can all learn from each other in the name of 
respect and understanding. 
 
This month’s Executive Message will also be about respect and 
understanding, as well as creating a positive work environment, but  

     this time the topic is workplace bullying. As is the case in our school 
yards, we know bullying on the job exists, but unless you’re a victim of bullying, you may not appreciate the 
severity of the issue or the existence of it in your work area. 
 
According to the Globe and Mail (March 10th, 2008), “a U. S. poll last year showed that roughly two in five workers 
had been bullied at work. And now, Canadian researchers have found that bullying is actually more destructive than 
sexual harassment to workers and workplaces.”  
 
The Globe continued that “researchers reviewed 110 studies that compared the effects of bullying and sexual 
harassment. They found that workers who suffered yelling, rudeness, gossip or other torments were more likely to 
quit their jobs than workers who were subjected to sexual harassment.” It was also discovered that “bullying victims 
reported more job stress, less job commitment and higher levels of anger and anxiety.” 
 
Unfortunately, we know that Carewest – like many workplaces – is not immune to bullying, a serious issue in dire 
need of being addressed. Just as positive communication and cultural awareness make for a healthier work 
environment, bringing bullying out into the open and admitting its existence is the first step to putting an end to it. 
 
If you are the victim of bullying, or know someone who is, please bring it to the attention of your Client Service 
Manager. If you don’t feel comfortable doing so, we encourage you to speak directly to your Program Director or 
Human Resources staff. 
 
Treating each other without respect and understanding is not only hurtful, damaging behaviour, it is something we as 
an organization cannot and will not tolerate. Through empathy and an increased awareness of how hurtful and 
damaging bullying is, I would encourage everyone to work together to put a stop to bullying that may be occurring 
within our workplace. Our collective goal should be to ensure that Carewest is a workplace that promotes respect 
and inclusion for all staff. 
 

Dale Forbes 
Executive Director 

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

DALE 
  F O R B E S  
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More than fashion was the passion 
at this year’s Passionista when 
guests of the annual gala donned 
their most brilliant red to celebrate 
Valentine’s Day in style and show 
support for Carewest. Hundreds of 
Calgarians were spotted on all 
three levels of the Artists of the 
World Gallery.  
 
Hosted by the Calgary Health 
Trust, this year’s event brought 
love and community together for 
one night of great music, delicious 
                   food and a silent  
                   auction that had  
                   everyone bidding.  
 

Tonya Zelinsky 
Calgary Herald 

February 24, 2008 
 

Dancers from Mambo Productions lit up the dance floor. 

Carewest’s Jennie Deneka  
and Dale Forbes were all smiles. 

Honourary chairs Lynn and Helder 
Mendes welcomed all. 

Simply Sinatras entertained the crowd, along 
with painters and another great quartet. 

 Patterns of light and the Passionista logo projected 
onto the side of the building set the stage. 

$67,000 was raised! 
All proceeds go to 
Carewest quality  
of life programs 

through the  
Calgary Health Trust. 
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        Heart to Heart Support Society  
             funds special blood pressure machine

 
 
 
The pulse on the Carewest Dr. Vernon 
Fanning’s Neuro Rehab just got a little 
stronger with the addition of a brand 
new electronic blood pressure machine, 
thanks to a donation from the Heart to 
Heart Support Society. 
 
The non-profit organization, whose 
mandate is to offer encouragement and 
support to individuals with heart 
disease, donated $3,700 toward the 
purchase of the machine. 
 
Client Service Manager Wendy Dixon 
says the electronic blood pressure 
machine will allow nurses to continue 
working at an efficient pace without 
having to stop to take blood pressure – 
something that needs to be done often 
with clients who have heart conditions. 
 
“This is a critical piece of equipment 
that’s going to be very vital to us,” says 
Wendy, adding that blood pressure 
monitoring is an important part of stroke 
prevention. “We’re very thankful.” 
 
Clarence Callaway, president of the Heart to Heart 
Support Society, says about half of its 180 members 
are heart attack survivors or those who have had heart 
surgery. 
 
“I was a heart patient too and in 1986 I had a heart 
attack. When I woke up there was a man from Heart 
to Heart to visit me,” says Clarence, who joined the 
society in 1987 and has been president for the past 
two years. 
 
“That’s what’s got me really involved. I thought I had 
to get in there and give back to other people.” 
 
In addition to membership fees, Heart to Heart raises 
funds through casinos held every other year, which 
made $8,500 in 2006. 

 
Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning came to the attention of 
Heart to Heart Support Society member Dick 
Buchanan, after a Christmas party conversation with 
Nursing Attendant Christina Sefton. 
 
He scrawled his contact information on a paper 
napkin, which Christina took back to Carewest and 
gave to Wendy. The rest is history. 
 
“At the Fanning Centre it’s great – all the good work 
they do and we’ll certainly be helping them again,” 
says Clarence. 
 
“It does our heart so good to be able to help other 
people.” 

 
Samara Cygman 

Internal Communications Coordinator

 
Back row from left are Heart to Heart Support Society members 

Dick Buchanan, Clarence Callaway, Carewest Director, 
Rehabilitation and Complex Care Mark Ewan (representing the 

Calgary Health Trust), and Heart to Heart members Patricia 
Hardy and Stephen Hardy. Front row from left are Nursing 

Attendant Christina Sefton and Client Service Manager  
Wendy Dixon. Photo by Samara Cygman. 
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       Ask your doctor, write it down 
       and keep it in your wallet. 

 
All adults should know what their blood pressure (B/P) numbers are, 

just like they know their weight, cholesterol and blood sugar. 
 
 
Why is this important? 
 
Knowing your blood pressure is important  
because people with high blood pressure  
have NO SYMPTOMS.  
 
Elevated blood pressure (also known as 
hypertension) is the number one correctable risk 
factor for stroke and a major risk factor for heart 
disease. By reducing your blood pressure, your can 
reduce your chance of a heart attack by 25 per cent, 
stroke by 40 per cent and heart failure by 50 per 
cent. 
 
How can I keep healthy? 
 
 Stop using products with nicotine: cigarettes, 

cigars, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff and 
nicotine-containing gum. 

 Limit your alcohol intake to no more than two 
standard drinks per day for men and one per day 
for women. 

 Spend time doing things you enjoy and with 
people you like. 

 Manage stress by figuring out which situations 
make you feel stressed and then avoid them. 

 Maintain a healthy weight. Eat healthy foods 
and enjoy physical activity. Even modest weight 
loss can help reduce your blood pressure. 

 

 
 
What should my blood pressure be? 
 
The most recent recommendations from the 
Canadian Hypertension Society state that for most 
people, blood pressure should be 140/90 or lower. If 
you measure your blood pressure at home, the 
values should be 135/85 or lower. If you have 
diabetes or kidney disease, your blood pressure 
should be 130/80 or lower. 
 
When should I check my blood pressure? 
 
It is important to have your blood pressure checked 
at least once a year by a health care professional. A 
single blood pressure reading taken in the physic-
cian’s office isn’t usually enough to provide a true 
picture of your blood pressure. This is because your 
B/P can change minute to minute or can be affected 
by the stress of seeing the doctor. This is known as 
the “white coat effect.” Rest five minutes with your 
feet flat on the floor and your arm at heart level on a 
table before you take your blood pressure. Don’t 
take your blood pressure for at least 30 minutes 
after drinking coffee or smoking. Do not wear 
clothing that constricts your arm as it could act as a 
tourniquet and affect the reading. 
 

Adapted from Canadian health Network: 
 www.canadian-health-network.ca

 

Healthy Living is… 
 

Knowing what your  
blood pressure is 

 By Margaret  
Usherwood 

Carewest Colonel 
Belcher Health 

Promotion Coordinator
944-7854
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Be good  
to the Earth 

 
 
 
 
 

SURPRISE!  
Dishwashers better for 

environment than  
hand-washing 

 
Ever wonder what’s more water-intensive, hand-
washing or dishwashing? Most of us would guess 
that anything done by hand would win this battle, 
but researchers at the University of Bonn in 
Germany decided to settle the bet once and for all 
with cold hard science. And guess what? Modern 
dishwashers prevailed, using half the energy, one-
sixth the water and less soap, to boot. Not sure who 
the winner would be if they compared hand-
washing to an old dishwasher from the ‘80s. New 
Energy Star-qualified types, by the way, use 25 per 
cent less energy than basic models.  
 
No matter how you wash your dishes, get low-flow 
aerators for your taps. And if you are your own 
dishwasher, turn the water off while you lather up 
or, if you’ve got a whole whack of dishes to catch 
up on, fill one sink for washing and one sink for 
rinsing. Might as well save water anywhere you 
can, especially knowing about 20 per cent of the 
water used in your house is used in the kitchen, and 
most of it goes into washing dishes. 
 

Taken from Ecoholic, written by Adria Vasil 
 

 

 

A bear hug on 
Valentine’s Day  

 
Four years ago, Josey Fogarty decided to put a 
small twist on Valentine’s Day by presenting teddy 
bears to those less fortunate. She believed that 
there were people out there who cared and who 
could make a difference.  
 
Using drop off centres such as the local IDA 
Pharmacy and schools, people in the community 
were invited to donate a bear. And donate they did! 
This year, the Woodcreek “Share Your Heart” 
program collected 936 bears of all shapes and 
sizes.  
 
Clients at Carewest Glenmore Park were very 
pleased to be part of the Woodcreek “Share Your 
Heart” program.   
 

Lorraine Grover 
Recreation Therapist 

Carewest Glenmore Park 

Josey Fogarty (left), founder of Share Your 
Heart, and Karen Sykes, LPN at Carewest 

Glenmore Park, with a cart full of teddy bears 
ready for delivery. 
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100 years young! 
 
Not many people can say they’ve lived to see 100 years of 
history. But Carewest Colonel Belcher resident Ralph Craven can. 
 
Surrounded by friends and family, Carewest’s newest centenarian 
rang in his 100th birthday on February 23.  
 
But Ralph was modest when asked how he felt about being 100 
years young. 
 
“It was nothing I did – it just happened,” he joked. 
 
Ralph came to Canada from England in the 1920s to become a 
homesteader. 
 
He fought during the Second World War and witnessed firsthand 
the fierce Battle of Ortona – considered one of this country’s 
greatest achievements during the war. 
 
His lively spirit, positive attitude and active lifestyle have gone 
far to ensuring a long life. He still attends woodworking classes 
every week at Colonel Belcher and actively participates in all of 
the centre’s programs. 

Samara Cygman 
Internal Communications Coordinator 

 

 
Crazy hair, casinos and 
even some feudin’ 
 
Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning has been having a lot of 
fun during this year’s Spring Connection.  
 
On February 28, staff and residents/clients showed off 
their wackiest hairdos. With so many great hairstyles to 
choose from, it’s a wonder we were able to select the 
top four residents/clients and the top four staff.  
  
On March 12, Fanning held a casino with a variety of 
games. Residents/clients were given $500 of funny 
money and told to “make the big bucks.” This is the 
kind of casino we would all like to attend! If you ran 
out of money, you went to the bank and were given another $500 – no questions asked!   
   
Like the television version of “Family Feud”, the Fanning Feud pits teams from different programs against each other in a 
round robin match of the wits every Tuesday afternoon. Watch for pictures and announcements on our champs to come. 
 
Thank you to everyone for joining the fun.  
 

Tracy Baraluk  

 

 Ralph Craven rings in his 100th birthday  
at Carewest Colonel Belcher.  

Photo by Samara Cygman 

Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning staff sport some scary hairdos. 
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Activity Convenor  
Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning  

Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning  
creates meeting space for community partners 

 
 
Loretta Young gazes out the glass sliding doors of 
the Community Partners Office at Carewest Dr. 
Vernon Fanning and remembers what it was like 
when she first began visiting clients at the centre. 
 
“We met upstairs, down in the basement, around the 
corner – wherever there was space,” she laughs. 
 
“But it was all good space and whenever we moved, 
it was out of respect for the clients.” 
 
But now the Director/Clinical Social Worker with 
the Huntington Society of Canada has a dedicated 
office at the Fanning Centre to meet her clients. 

 
 
Mark Ewan, Director, Rehabilitation and Complex 
Care, says the intention of opening the Community 
Partners Office was to create a space that can be 
booked by community groups with which they have 
mutual clients. 
 
“It’s a place where our community partners can 
meet with clients and a space that is very high 
profile and accessible,” says Mark. 
 
“We wanted to strengthen that partnership and 
make it easy for those people who provide good 
service to our clients to come here.” 
 

The Community Partners 
Office, located on the first floor, 
by the Tuck Shop was renovated 
to include large, sliding glass 
doors and a new computer – all 
of which create a welcoming 
and open atmosphere. 
 
It’s currently being used by the 
Huntington Society of Canada, 
the Canadian Mental Health 
Association and the Multiple 
Sclerosis Society of Canada. 
 
Loretta says she really enjoys 
working in the new space. 
 
“It’s accessible, it’s pleasant and 
I get to meet my clients here and 
they all get to know me,” she 
says. 
 
“Clients feel they are treated 
with respect here.” 
 

Samara Cygman 
Internal Communications 

Coordinator 

 

Volunteer Doug Banks sits with Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning resident 
John Winfield and Loretta Young, Director/Clinical Social Work for the 
Huntington Society of Canada in the Community Partners Office at the 

Fanning Centre. Photo by Samara Cygman 
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You are now entering a complaint-free zone 
 

Remembering to do something 
used to be as easy as tying a string 
around your finger. 

But remembering not to complain 
can be a tough resolution to keep, 
which is why staff at Carewest 
Sarcee’s Comprehensive 
Community Care program (C3) 
have donned a bracelet to remind 
them. 

Jennie Hollings, Client Service 
Manager at C3, saw a segment on 
the Oprah Winfrey show about a 
program called A Complaint Free 
World that started in the Kansas 
City, Mo., when a pastor 
challenged his congregation to 
stop complaining for 21 days. 

“It makes people think before they 
say something and about how they 
give people feedback,” says 
Jennie. 

“It’s all about the theory that what 
you put out is what you get back. 
Knowing that you can change yourself and that  
you do have control over that – it’s brought a lot of 
awareness.” 

The idea behind the bracelets is to move them from 
wrist to wrist every time you catch yourself 
complaining, gossiping or talking negatively. 

The goal is to reach 21 days without moving your 
bracelet and thus, forming a new habit of speaking 
positively and not complaining. 

 

 

“We’re trying for the 21 days – it gave us 
something to focus positively on because health 
care is so challenging. We’ve had a lot of laughs 
actually,” says Jennie. 

“If we can challenge ourselves to look at things in a 
positive way, we feel we’re able to be more open.” 
 
The rubber bracelets are available free of charge to 
non-profit organizations at 
www.acomplaintfreeworld.org.

 
Samara Cygman 

Internal Communications Coordinator 

 

Stop! You’re entering a complaint-free zone.  
Kristi Niccolls, Sandra Paskas, Jennie Hollings and Sandra Stone 

show off their Complaint Free World bracelets. The bracelets are part 
of a program to remind people to speak positively.  

Photo by Samara Cygman 
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Good night, sleep tight 
Don’t let the bed bugs bite… 

 

 

After almost disappearing in some parts of the world, those pesky little bed 
bugs are on the rise once again. That means its time for increased vigilance 
and monitoring.  
 
Why are they back?  
 
The exact reasons for the return of the bed bug are unknown but may be 
related to: 

 increased world travel; 
 reluctance to use insecticides; and 
 insecticide resistance.  

 
How do you know if you’ve been bitten? 
 

 Bites are usually 
found in the 
morning. 

 The initial bite is 
painless but an itchy 
welt may appear 
around the bite site. 

 Scratching may increase the risk of infecting the bite site.  
 

Where do they hide?  
 Seams, creases, tufts, folds of mattresses or box springs. 
 Cracks in bed frames, head board, cracks or crevices along 

baseboards and walls. 
 Behind electrical plates, loose wallpaper, painting and posters. 
 Under chairs, couches, dressers, area rugs and lamps on 

nightstands. 
 Drawers of night stands or dressers. 

 
What’s the treatment?  

 Treatment includes both chemical and non-chemical approaches. 
 Bites may be managed through the use of topical creams, 

corticosteroids or oral antihistamines. 
 Insecticides can be used. 
 Launder bed linens in hot water daily. 
 Vacuum rooms, steam clean and vacuum mattresses. 
 Put sheets and linens in a hot dryer (60o C). 

 
Infection Prevention and Control 

Bed bug facts 
 

 

 

 

 
 Bed bugs are common 

worldwide. 

 There are two types of bed 
bugs:   

1. Cimex Lectularis  
(common bed bug)  

2. Cimex Hemipterus  
(tropical bed bug) 

 Bed bugs live on inanimate 
objects, not humans. 

 They are transported on 
personal belongings, 
luggage and clothing worn 
abroad. 

 

For more information 
 Center for Disease Control 

(2005): Bed bug infestations 
in an urban environment. 
http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/ei
d/vol11no04/04-1126.htm 

 British Columbia Ministry of 
Health (2005).BC Health 
files: bed bugs. 
www.bchealthguide.org/heal
thfiles/index.stm 

 Toronto Public Health. Bed 
Bugs Fact Sheet. 
www.toronto.ca/health 
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Say thanks to a social worker this month 
 
Carewest social workers are being saluted this 
month during Social Work Week to recognize their 
valuable contribution to residents, clients and their 
families. 
 
From March 23-29, you’re encouraged to say thank 
you to a social worker who has made a difference at 
Carewest. 
 
Annette Peal, a social worker at Carewest Dr. 
Vernon Fanning, says since she started working at 
Carewest 20 years ago, she has watched the number 
of social workers grow about 400 per cent. 
 
“When I started working here, there were about four 
social workers and now we’re at 21, so we have 
grown significantly and I think everyone will agree 
we can use more because our jobs are complex and 
time consuming,” she says. 

 
“We do a lot of support counseling, education, 
financial – like filling out government forms, legal 
issues like guardianship, trusteeship, power of 
attorney, a lot of us assist with discharge planning 
and working with transition services, and a lot of us 
work on teams. It’s a real mixed bag of the things 
we do for clients and families.” 
 
National Social Work Weeks are celebrated 
annually across Canada during the month of March.  
 
The event was established by the Canadian 
Association of Social Workers (CASW) in March 
1990 to recognize the contribution of social workers 
across the country. 
 

Samara Cygman 
Internal Communications Coordinator

Information 
Management 
moves  
 
The Information 
Management team says 
farewell before its move 
from the Carewest 
Administration building 
to Carewest Dr. Vernon 
Fanning earlier this 
month to accommodate 
their growing department. 
Cutting the cake from left 
to right are Marian Mac-
Kenzie, Joanna Steen, 
Nancy Redjepi and 
Shelley Martin.  
 
Photo by Samara 
Cygman. 
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2008 Staff 
Satisfaction  
Survey results  
 
 
Every two years, Carewest asks all employees for their feedback. 
This year was no different – the results from the 2008 Staff 
Satisfaction Survey are in! 
 
The survey is an important tool for Carewest management to hear 
from those who know firsthand what changes and improvements 
need to be made at each site. Staff are encouraged to identify 
concrete ways Carewest can make staff’s working life easier and 
more efficient. 
 

 
 
Your feedback does make a difference.  
 
Just as staff want feedback about their performance, the Staff 
Satisfaction Survey gives management feedback about their efforts. 
Changes can’t be made if we don’t hear about the issues.  

 
 
What are we doing well? 
 
 88.3 per cent of those who completed the survey think 

Carewest has set a clear direction for the future and 89.3 per 
cent see how their job contributes to fulfilling Carewest’s 
mission, vision and values.  
 
This tells us that staff understand and value what Carewest is 
trying to accomplish. 

 
 86.7 per cent of staff are proud to say they work for Carewest.  

 
Staff are not only Carewest’s most important asset, they are also 
its best ambassadors. Speaking highly of Carewest and sharing 
your pride can encourage a friend to apply for a vacant position or 
instill confidence in a family member who is considering 
admission to one of the units.  

 
Continued on Page 13.  

 

What did we learn? 
 
Staff tell us that despite challenges 
with recruitment, the high care 
needs of residents and clients, and 
ongoing additional demands, the 
organization is generally on the 
right track to support staff.  
 
Although there is a slight decrease 
in positive responses, we are still 
above our target of 80 per cent in 
most areas of the survey.  
 

Who responded? 
 
More staff than ever before (24 per 
cent) responded to the survey.  
 
Given that staff are very busy, the 
time that those people took to give 
us feedback is greatly appreciated.   
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Staff Satisfaction Survey results 
Continued from Page 12.  
 
 93.5 per cent of respondents believe that resident/client safety is 

important to Carewest.  
 
We agree. We encourage staff to report unusual occurrences and even 
those near-misses that occur so we can all learn from the incident and 
improve the quality of our care. Health and Safety Committees provide 
an opportunity for each site to not only look at staff safety but also to 
identify and address issues that can affect resident safety. 

 
 

 
About our new tagline… 
 
 One staff member asked the question, “Why does our logo say 

innovative health care, and our vision and mission say specialized 
continuing care?” The easy answer is that sometimes the vision and 
mission of an organization matches their logo and tagline and 
sometimes they don’t. When we created the new logo, we had an 
opportunity to reassess our logo’s tagline and felt it was time for a 
change. Here are a few reasons why:   

 

1. Many people in the community don’t know what specialized 
continuing care means, so it was important that we come up with a 
tagline for the logo that was easily understood by all. 

2. To create the new Carewest logo, we held focus groups and 
interviews that included a cross-section of Carewest stakeholders, 
both internal and external. We asked what words best described 
Carewest and the word innovative came up again and again. 

3. Our logo tagline used to be Excellence and leadership in 
specialized continuing care. However, from a logo perspective, 
this is too long. We wanted something new and fresh, as well as 
much shorter. This ultimately led to Innovative Health Care, which 
captures in three words what Carewest does. 

 
 
 

Survey Comments 
 
“I have worked in several 
capacities within Carewest and 
despite high demands and 
limited resources, I have 
consistently found my 
coworkers to be committed to 
care for our residents and 
wanting to take pride in their 
work. This keeps me here and 
proud to do so and gives me 
hope. 
 
 
“Carewest has done very well to 
position itself as the leading 
purveyor of excellent subacute 
care services”. 
 

 
 
 
“Why does our logo say 
innovative health care, and our 
vision and mission say 
specialized continuing care?” 

 

Continued on Page 14. 
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Staff Satisfaction Survey results 
Continued from Page 13. 
 
Where have we improved since the 
last staff survey in early 2006? 
 
 70 per cent of staff reported that they receive 

enough feedback about their performance (up 
from 67.2 per cent in 2006).  

 
Of course, this answer doesn’t tell us what kind of 
feedback they received. However, in the spirit of 
open communication and dialogue, we believe it’s 
important to provide any type of feedback, as long 
as it’s constructive.  
 
We also know that the number of performance 
appraisals being completed is improving, thanks in 
part to feedback we received from management 
and staff about the forms and processes we use. 
Steps taken to improve performance review 
completion include: 
 

o a short form has been created to speed up the 
process;  

o a special tool has been developed for therapies 
and the new therapy manager now has a key 
role in leading performance appraisals for 
therapists and therapy assistants; and 

o the number of performance appraisals completed by managers is reported every quarter and reviewed in 
detail by program directors.  

 
There is still much room for improvement in this area, and we are continuing to work towards an increase in 
the number of performance appraisals completed. To achieve this, we are providing leadership training to 
managers so they can learn how to provide feedback on a more informal, ongoing basis.  

 
 81.1 per cent agreed or strongly agreed that residents/clients receive the services they need (up from 

76.4 per cent in 2006). 
 

This result speaks to the ongoing commitment and compassionate care provided by all of our staff. This is 
difficult when recruitment is a challenge, standards are being implemented and other resources seem to be 
shrinking. However, this feedback tells us that we haven’t let those affect our priority – that is, to provide 
care to our residents and clients and help improve the quality of their life.   
 

 74.8 per cent agree or strongly agree that our staff cooperate and work as a team (up from 72.8 per 
cent in 2006). 
 
This measurement tells us that Carewest staff are embracing one of our key building blocks: teamwork. 

Continued on Page 15. 
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Staff Satisfaction Survey results 
Continued from Page 14.  
 
Where do we most need to improve?  
 
 59 per cent of the staff agree that staff are recognized for their efforts 

(down from 63.6 per cent in 2006). 
 
Carewest has invested considerable time and effort in recognizing staff on 
a larger scale through the Carewest Gala, the family barbeque, long-term 
service awards, various appreciation weeks, and the Making a Difference 
Program, which received 116 nominations in the last quarter alone. The 
Employee Recognition Committee also recently implemented “SPOT” 
awards for managers to recognize individuals for going the extra mile.   

 
However, what we heard in the qualitative responses is that individual 
recognition and appreciation are needed more regularly from managers. 
Part of this comes from more frequent performance appraisals, but other 
work will continue in leadership development to encourage managers to 
be visible and aware of the work on the units. From the positive examples 
we see across Carewest, we know that it can and is happening. 

  
 
 65 per cent of staff felt that it was safe for them to express opinions 

(down from 66.3 per cent in 2006). 
 

The comments in this section (some of which are printed in the sidebar) 
represent a range of concerns. Some staff feel supported by their 
managers but others feel that if they voice a different opinion than the rest 
of staff, others would “punish” them. We want staff at all levels to feel 
safe bringing issues forward and we need to recognize that there are often 
differences of opinion. Frontline staff are in the best position to provide 
feedback about processes and communication – what is working and what 
can work better. Without that feedback, we cannot improve the quality of 
care we provide or our work environment. Ongoing work needs to be 
done so we can gain a better understanding of how we can encourage 
confidence in bringing issues forward.  

 
 66.5 per cent of staff felt that concerns were handled effectively 

(down from 67 per cent in 2006). 
 

The four comments in the sidebar adjacent to this section address issues 
related to the culture of our sites and programs. We want people to look 
forward to coming to work, to feel that their opinion is valued, that 
concerns are heard and addressed, and that good work is recognized. We 
recently implemented site-based Workforce Planning Committees to 
provide frontline staff with further opportunities to tell us how we can 
improve the culture. This is not just key to recruiting, but also to creating 
a workplace where staff want to remain and continue to improve the 
quality. 

Survey Comments 
  
“We need more staff recognition; 
sometimes hard work is being 
unnoticed.” 
 
 
“My leader is appreciative of 
what I do.”   
 
 
“We have a CSM who is fair and 
in touch with clients, families and 
staff.” 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
“I believe negative feedback is 
given but I don’t feel comfortable 
bringing concerns to my 
manager as I don’t feel it is taken 
in the context intended.” 
 

 
“People don’t always feel safe 
saying what they think.” 
 
 

 
 
“There is only support from 
Education here, who can’t do 
much about our concerns.” 
 
 
“Management knows concerns 
and does nothing.” 
 
 
“Manager needs to meet monthly 
with PCAs and RNs to hear and 
address concerns.” 
 
 
“I feel our new leader truly cares 
about staff concerns.” 
 

 
Continued on Page 16.
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Staff Satisfaction Survey results 
Continued from Page 15. 
 

 The issues identified about fairness and recognition have been raised in 
these forums, along with suggestions to improve open feedback about 
why people might be leaving positions. Check with your site to find out 
who is on the committee and where minutes are posted so that you can 
provide input to the process.  

 
 
 69.1 per cent of staff felt that their team has the supplies and 

equipment to do the job (down from 75.8 per cent in 2006)  
 
At the time of the survey, Carewest was in the midst of changing to a 
different medical supplier with new processes coordinated through the 
Calgary Health Region. There was considerable learning on both sides 
as we adapted to the change. Since then, a detailed survey has been 
conducted with the units to identify more specific sources of the 
problem. 
  
Also, a representative is working with each of the sites to improve how 
supplies are stored (stockpiling was found on more than a few units) 
and to explain how the new ordering process works. We hope that these 
changes and continued monitoring will help the sites adapt to this new 
process and ensure the units have the supplies they need, when they 
need them. 

 
Jeanine Kimura 

Director 
Quality and Service Development 

 

 
 

Five Steps to Being  

Breast Cancer Aware 
 
1. Know how your breasts normally look  

and feel. 
2. Know what changes to look for. 
3. Look and feel for changes. 
4. Report any changes to a doctor. 
5. Go for a free mammogram if you are of the 

appropriate age or if recommended by a doctor.  
By finding breast abnormalities in the early stages, mammograms can save lives.  

Survey Comments 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Stock is a constant problem, 
running out of dressing supplies 
especially.” 
 
 
“Always short staff, no supplies, 
no towels, staff have to run 
around the whole building to  
look and ask for supplies.” 

 By Roxanne 
McKendry 
Employee 

Health & Safety 
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Accomplished vocalist lights up City Hall 

 

Each day I live, I want to be,  

A day to give, The best of me  

I'm only one, But not alone,  

My finest day,  

Is yet unknown… 

These words were sung from the 
heart by Brenley Shatz, Carewest 
Nickle House resident whose voice 
rang out at Calgary City Hall to 
commemorate International Day 
for Persons with Disabilities on 
December 3rd. 
 
Brenley says she chose to perform 
this Whitney Houston song because 
it’s about being the best you can be. 
 
“They sing it often at the Olympics. 
It’s about that one moment in time 
where you’ll be your best,” she 
explains. 
 
“It is always natural to be a little nervous before you 
sing but I’m not afraid to sing solo because I am 
thrilled by performing.” 
 
Born and raised in Calgary, Brenley took singing 
lessons from the age of seven to 12 and delighted 
crowds in the musical comedy classes during the 
Kiwanis Music Festival. 
 
Then, in her early teenage years when her daily 
schedule became more hectic, Brenly took a hiatus 
from singing until she was in her mid-30s, when she 
returned to her musical roots. 
 
After taking lessons in Calgary, she attained a 
Grade 8 level with the Royal Conservatory of 
Music. 
 
“The school sets the curriculum and the standards 
on a national level for music in Canada,” says 
Brenley. 
 

 
“An adjudicator or teacher from a different province 
came to Calgary to grade my performance.” 
 
But after a stroke at the age of 45 claimed her 
ability to live independently, Brenley moved to 
Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning and nine months later 
to Nickle House. 
 
That didn’t stop her singing however. 
 
Brenley is now a member of the MoMo Mixed 
Ability Dance Theatre – a group that performs a 
refreshing mixture of choreographed and 
improvised routines. 
 
During her spare time, Brenley also sings for the 
Jewish Family Service Calgary in its Voices choir, 
as well as draws and knits on a loom. 
 

Samara Cygman 
Internal Communications Coordinator

 
Brenley Shatz practices her singing at Carewest Nickle House after 
dazzling audiences at Calgary City Hall. Photo by Samara Cygman 
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Why Carewest chooses not to  
recruit foreign workers  
despite labour shortages 
 
 
Doing everything possible to address staff shortages 
has been one of the guiding principles in the 
Carewest Human Resources department. 
 
And with a hiring rate of about 50 new employees 
each month, it’s clear that principle has been put 
into practice. 
 
But, as they say, it’s a jungle out there and Carewest 
has chosen not to travel some of the recruitment 
paths thick with undergrowth – a decision made to 
ensure best use of Carewest’s recruitment dollars. 
 
One of these less-traveled 
paths involves the hiring of 
foreign workers, a long and 
complex process, offering 
outcomes that can never 
been guaranteed. 
 
Blair Phillips, Director of People and Learning, says 
Carewest has taken a position of not actively 
pursuing the recruitment of foreign workers due to 
the cost, resources involved and poor success rate 
associated with this approach. 
 
“Sending Carewest recruiters overseas to actively 
recruit employees is a very expensive endeavour 
when you take into account the cost of travel, 
hotels, conference space, and materials,” he says. 
 
“The second issue is the prolonged time required by 
the Government of Canada to process work permit 
requests. It can easily take up to 18 months from the 
time you make and offer to someone to the time 
they arrive on your doorstep.” 
 
The process begins by working with the governing 
bodies to determine a classification for the position 
being recruited for and whether or not the position  
 
 

 
 
requires any credentials in Alberta (as well as how 
to go about obtaining those credentials). 
 
A study, called the Labour Market Opinion, must be 
undertaken to ensure the employer has tried its 
hardest, but was unsuccessful, to fill the position in 
question with Canadian workers. 
 
Once that approval has been acquired, the company 
must recruit overseas for a foreign worker. 
 
If that worker is found, he or she must apply for a 

work permit and before 
that’s granted, the 
Government of Canada may 
require the worker to be 
licensed to Alberta 
standards. This process can 
take up to a year. 

 
Once that’s done, the processing of the work permit 
can be started and if the candidate satisfies all the 
requirements, the final step in the approval process 
is having a medical examination done. 
 
The candidate would then arrive in Canada and 
search for accommodation while getting settled to 
start work. 
 
“Based on discussions with other employers, the 
success rate is very low due to the length of time 
and complexity of the process,” says Blair. 
 
“Carewest is still very successful in attracting and 
hiring new employees. Our reputation and the work 
we offer are very attractive. Carewest’s challenge 
and focus is on retention, therefore our resources 
are spent locally on recruitment and it has been 
successful.” 

Samara Cygman 
Internal Communications Coordinator

 
“Based on discussions with other 

employers, the success rate is very  
low due to the length of time and  

complexity of the process.” 
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To Your Health 
The 2008 Health Promotion Month Survey revealed 
the priorities Carewest employees held highest for 
the New Year. In response to that survey, the 
Carewest Employee Health and Safety team has put 
together 2,000 kits and delivered them at each site. 
Every employee received an attractive lunch bag 
filled with all kinds of goodies. 

 
Keeping a Positive Frame 
of Mind 
Remembering to do something used to be as easy as 
tying a string around your finger. But remembering 
not to complain can be a tough one to keep in mind, 
which is why staff at Carewest Sarcee’s 
Comprehensive Community Care program (C3) 
have adopted a bracelet to remind them. 

 
Foreign Recruiting 
Doing everything possible to address staff shortages 
has been one of the guiding principles in the 
Carewest Human Resources department. But, as 
they say, it’s a jungle out there and Carewest has 
chosen not to travel some of the recruitment paths 
thick with undergrowth. One of these less-traveled 
paths involves the hiring of foreign workers, a long 
and complex process, offering outcomes that can 
never been guaranteed. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Staff Profile 
It didn’t require the experience of two bachelor 
degrees to work the front counter of a popular fast 
food chain. But for six weeks, Dennis Feria, 
Carewest Glenmore Park RCTP Team Leader, did 
what he had to do to survive in a country that didn’t 
recognize his Nursing and Health Sciences degrees. 
Today, Dennis’ role at Carewest is to ensure the 
unit runs smoothly by facilitating admissions and 
discharges and handling day-to-day issues on 2W at 
Carewest Glenmore Park. 
 
 Samara Cygman

Internal Communications Coordinator 

What’s new  
   on Careweb  
        this month? 

Read more at 
www.carewestintranet.ca 

Carewrite schedule 
April 

Submission deadline: April 9    
Publishing date: April 17    

 

All submissions  
are welcome!   
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EMPLOYEE  P R O F I L E  
Dennis Feria 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It doesn’t require the experience of two bachelor 
degrees to work the front counter of a popular fast 
food chain. 
 
But for six weeks of his life, Dennis Feria, 
Carewest Glenmore Park Regional Community 
Transition Program (RCTP) Team Leader, did what 
he had to do to survive in a country that didn’t 
recognize his Nursing and Health Sciences degrees. 
 
“In Canada, it was a different system and I had to 
challenge the nursing exam to be licensed to work 
here,” says Dennis, 40. 
 
“It wasn’t really easy to survive on my own but I 
managed and had to work at McDonald’s for six 
weeks.” 
 
Born and raised in the Philippines, Dennis was 
encouraged by his mother at an early age to follow 
a career path in health care. 
 
He moved to the United Kingdom at the age of 22 
and attained a degree in Nursing from Queen’s 
University and a degree in Health Sciences from 
University of Wales. 
 
Even though he had plenty to keep himself busy – 
working as a Registered General Nurse (RGN) at 
Royal Free Hospital in London and at Penisaurwaun 
Nursing Homes in Wales – Dennis felt homesick and 
decided to move to Canada in 1994, to be closer to his 
family who had emigrated here in the 1980s. 
 
While employed at McDonald’s, Dennis began 
working as a Nursing Attendant (NA) at Carewest 
throughout the eight months it took him to 
successfully challenge the provincial exams. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“Carewest has been very good to me – they allowed 
me to volunteer the 225 hours as required by the 
College and Association of Registered Nurses of 
Alberta (CARNA) and the day I finished everything, 
they hired me on as a Registered Nurse (RN),” he 
says. 
 
Working in tandem at Carewest and the Foothills 
Medical Centre, Dennis took on a role as a Carewest 
Educator at Carewest Glenmore Park in 2000 to help 
guide the facility through the startup of the RCTP and 
the Musculoskeletal (MSK) Unit. 

 
Continued on Page 21. 

Carewest employees and volunteers make up a vibrant 
community with diverse talents and dreams. This month 
we profile RCTP Team Leader Dennis Feria. 
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Employee Profile: Dennis Feria 
Continued from Page 20.  
 
 
He made the tough decision to leave Carewest in 
2004 to pursue a career as an instructor, teaching 
Applied Pharmacology at Bow Valley College and 
Nursing Science and Medical and Surgical Nursing 
and Mount Royal College. 
 
He says he very much enjoyed his role as a teacher 
and educator. 
 
“My heart still belongs to teaching and I’m currently 
pursuing a Masters degree in teaching,” he says. 
 
“My long-term goal is to go back to school and 
become a doctor or a professor – I’m very ambitious 
but hopefully I don’t run out of time.” 
 
Now, four years after leaving, Dennis is back at 
Carewest in the role of Team Leader on the RCTP  

unit at Glenmore Park, while still teaching part time 
at Mount Royal College and several online courses at 
Bow Valley. 
 
His role at Carewest is to ensure the unit runs 
smoothly by facilitating admissions and discharges 
and handling day-to-day issues on 2W. 
 
One thing Dennis says people may not know about 
him is despite his busy lifestyle, he always makes 
time for his family – who is his number one priority. 
 
“Even though I’m so busy, I never miss one of my 
kids’ recitals or games – I always make time for these 
things,” he says, adding that he’s been married for 12 
years and has two children. 
 
“I’m very family-oriented and try my best to balance 
my career and family.” 
 

Samara Cygman 
Internal Communications Coordinator

 
      Dinner for two on        
         Valentine’s Day 

 
 
Roses, Dean Martin, dinner for two… It must be Valentine’s 
Day.  
 
On February 14, nine couples enjoyed a special candlelit dinner 
and roses at Carewest Sarcee’s “Valentine de Café.”   
 
With their own table for two and an attentive server, the 
couples enjoyed a four-course meal and sparkling cider. Dean 
Martin serenaded the couples throughout the evening.   
 
The servers included Diana, Recreation Therapist, Maria, 
Recreation Therapist Assistant, and volunteers Irene and 
Agnes. Special thanks to Food Services for the creative menu. 
  

Diana Wiebe 
Recreation Therapist 

Lifestyle Choices  
Carewest Sarcee 

 
Wayne and Linda, Unit 3. 

Joyce and John, Unit 1. 
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   Did you  

KKKNNNOOOWWW   

 

 
 

 

 
 

Did you know… that Carewest 
volunteers can be as young as 16 
years old (unless they are volunteering in the areas of 
Palliative Care or the Hospice, where volunteers must be 18 
years or older)? 

 
Twenty per cent of our volunteers are under the age of 18 and 
37 per cent are over the age of 70. 
 
Volunteers participate throughout Carewest by assisting in 
activities like community outings, site activities, hospice or 
palliative care or initiatives like Carewest gift shops, library 
services or special events. 
 
If you think a volunteer would benefit your area or department, why not contact either one of our Coordinators, 
Volunteer Resources? 
 
Debby Clegg (north sites: 718-2426) and Gail Benjamin (south sites: 718-2425) will work with you to 
develop a volunteer placement that will reflect your needs, whether it’s an individual or community group. 
 
 

Samara Cygman 
Internal Communications Coordinator 

 
 
 

 

 

AAbboouutt  990000  CCaarreewweesstt  
vvoolluunntteeeerrss  ccoonnttrriibbuuttee  
aapppprrooxxiimmaatteellyy  4400,,000000  

hhoouurrss  aannnnuuaallllyy  
 

 
Volunteers needed for Community Outings 

 
Carewest has the wheels and residents can travel but we need the helping hands to join us on our “out and 
abouts”. Volunteers are needed to assist with pushing wheelchairs and socializing. If you have three hours to 
share once or twice a month, you would be a great asset to our sites. Pick a site close to home, work or play. 
 
South Sites: call Gail Benjamin  Coordinator, Volunteer Resources:  718-2425 
North Sites:  call Debby Clegg  Coordinator, Volunteer Resources:  718-2426 
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Tap into a world of potential volunteers 
 
Carewest’s contingent of caring 
volunteers is backed by dozens of 
valuable partnerships with community 
groups – members from which 
steadfastly dedicate their time to 
enhancing the lives of our residents and 
clients. 
 
Debby Clegg, Coordinator, Volunteer 
Resources, says she and her co-worker, 
Gail Benjamin, have categorized the 
community groups into four broad 
categories: service groups, spiritual 
groups, organizations and schools. 
 
“Carewest is affiliated with 21 
organizations in the community that 
provide religious or spiritual care and 
seven schools that encompass about 
300 students who volunteer,” she says, 
adding that there are 78 groups total, 
involved with Carewest. 
 
“Here’s another good example – a lot of people may 
not know we have a partnership with the Calgary 
Public Library.” 
 
Volunteers participate throughout Carewest by 
assisting in activities like community outings, site 
activities, hospice or palliative care or initiatives 
like the Carewest Gift Shops, library services or 
special events. 
 
Carewest’s diverse population has also attracted a 
wide range of organizations, all with different 
interests, values and membership demographics but 
working toward one common goal – brightening the 
lives of Carewest residents and clients. 
 
Some of these organizations have been involved 
with Carewest for an upwards of 40 years and some 
volunteer with no strings attached. 
 
“We take one-time-only group volunteers who 
aren’t looking for a long-term commitment,” says 
Debby. 
 

 

 
“One time, a small company of about 15 employees 
came to Carewest Signal Pointe to paint the outdoor 
planters and prepare the flower beds for plants at the 
end of May – we’re always looking for groups to do 
things like that.” 
 
If you’re looking for a volunteer for your 
department, all you have to do is ask. Debby and 
Gail will work to find you that perfect match. 
 
“We’re always trying to think of what we can do at 
our sites to engage groups because there’s a whole 
world of potential volunteers out there,” says Gail. 
 
“You guys think of where you can utilize them and 
we’ll recruit them.” 

 
Samara Cygman 

Internal Communications Coordinator 
 
 

Volunteer Resources Coordinators, Gail Benjamin, left, and 
Debby Clegg are always on the lookout for volunteers and will 

even take groups who’d like to contribute for a day with no 
long-term commitment. Photo by Samara Cygman 

For Carewest’s north locations,  
call Debby at 718-2426  

and for the south locations,  
call Gail at 718-2425. 
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February 2008 
Draw Winners 

Belen Anselmo 
Joanie Mason 

Alvetha Yorke-Clarke 
Peggy Ward 

Agupina Mistica 
Sharon Glass 
Emma Lorida 
Karen Dajas 
Tara Jackson 

 

Employee 
Recognition 

Program 
 

By Trevor Moch 
Human Resources 

Congratulations to all Carewest employees 
and teams nominated through the 

Employee Recognition Program. Their 
names are entered into a draw each month. 

The winners are listed to the right.  
 

Every time you submit a thank you 
nomination, your name also gets entered 

into a draw for a  
$25 gift certificate. 

  

What’s up doc? 
 
Bob Dupont, resident at Carewest  
Dr. Vernon Fanning, enjoys a day  
out at Pisces Pet Emporium.  
 
Pet Counsellor Melissa Holloway  
hands Bob a fuzzy friend (a bunny) 
as volunteer Jackie Hawinkels  
looks on.  


